
 

Athena Schools Trust  
Bulletin week commencing: 11/03/19 

Reminders for this 

coming week: 

 

 Operations 

Team meeting 

this Tuesday  

 

 Have you held 

your support 

staff briefings on 

Surrey Pay and 

Athena 

implementation? 

 

Forth coming 

meetings and 

events:   

  

OPERATIONS: 

12.03.19 @ GCS 

 

JGC: 

20.03.19 @ GCS 

 

HEADS: 

21.03.19 @ 

Stoughton 

 

STAFF TRAINING: 

25.03.19 @ 

Northmead 

Curriculum 

Workshop 

 

FINANCE 

COMMITTEE: 

24.04.19 @ GCS 

  

EDUCATION 

STANDARDS 

COMMITTEE: 

25.04.19 @ GCS 

 

BOARD: 

01.05.19 @ GCS 

 

 Why don’t we make life easier… 

               … and show what a good one looks like (WAGOLL)? 

Teaching, school improvement or any type of instructional development 

relies on the ability to communicate effectively. In education in general I 

think we often feel learning has to be a struggle, a self-led journey and a 

vogue of discovery. It is true that child-led learning is more effective. 

However, I do sometimes feel we fail to share examples of good practice 

with children or staff when we are seeking to make improvements. 

Demystifying what we want by showing examples does not diminish the 

learning taking place – rather it reinforces it with concrete examples of 

success. 

 

I was fortunate last 

week to wander 

around Stoughton 

Infants with head 

teacher Sarah 

Carrington. The 

image (right) is of a 

‘talk for writing’ 

lesson being 

delivered by one of 

their NQTs (taken 

with appropriate 

permissions of 

course)! The 

effective use of a 

visualizer (a small 

camera focused on the desk, displaying work on the whiteboard) 

reminded me of the power of showing children what you want from them. 

The visualizer is a dynamic version of the well-known strategy of WAGOLL.  

 

‘What-a-good-one-looks-like’, or WAGOLL, is often deployed effectively in 

classrooms up and down the country. However, I sometimes believe we 

do not do this enough. Children often have to guess what is in the 

teacher’s head. By providing worked and modelled examples, we can 

really move young people’s learning on at a faster pace. This is not a case 

of copying or not thinking for themselves, rather a clearer manifestation of 

expectations and standards required. Further down the road of the 

learning journey we can develop new ways of thinking or expression – but 

sometimes when securing the foundations, it is important to provide as 

much helpful guidance as possible. 

 

Providing WAGOLL also has its benefits outside the classroom. The 

operations team meet this week, and I know they benefit from Patrick’s 

briefings on all kinds of different topics. They also share best practice 

between themselves, enabling one another to move forward more swiftly 

and more effectively.  

 

Hopefully this week we can all benefit and share a WAGOLL, whether with 

a visualizer or not, and ensure that we are ‘better together’.            

 



 School Focus: 

 School funding is in the news this week. 

Many schools may well have sent letters 

to their parental body highlighting these 

concerns. As a Trust, alongside other 

Surrey Schools and Trusts, we have signed 

a letter sharing our concerns to the 

Secretary of State. In real terms 8% cut on 

school budgets does make life 

challenging. Thanks to all for their support 

in highlighting and seeking to resolve this 

matter. 

 

School Improvement: 

 Do consider the training for teachers offered 

on the 25/3 @Northmead. It is important to 

think about who amongst your staff should 

attend and benefit from this week’s 

curriculum workshop. Headteachers have 

firmed up our Trust curriculum purpose 

statement; how learning in schools fits into 

this, will be the topic of Carol Pearce’s 

training session. 

 

Actions for Heads: 

 Please ensure your support staff pay 

meetings have been held. I know Patrick 

is popping into some schools to assist with 

guidance on this matter 

Actions for Governors:  

 Please ensure you have seen the training 

offer for governors via your JGC reps and LGB 

clerks 

 

 HT PM mid-year reviews are underway, do 

your team know when and where this is 

happening? 

 

 

Actions for SBMs: 

- Operations Team meeting – Tuesday 12th, 

9:30am at Burpham 

- Please remember to send your proposed 

Surrey Pay staff bandings to Sarah 

Mackenzie by Wednesday at the latest. 

Please ensure that the spreadsheet is 

password protected. 

- February month-end due by 22nd March. 

Please ensure that all accruals / pre-

payments are entered, so that we have 

a meaningful set of accounts for the half-

year end. 

 

 

 

School Efficiency: 

This week, a brief think about energy savings 

(which, of course, also offer a considerable 

financial saving). 

As a Trust, we spend £152,000 per year on utility 

costs – therefore, even a small percentage 

saving will make a significant difference. 

 

There are lots of major projects that can be 

undertaken to reduce energy costs (eg 

replacement of heating systems, insulation, 

installation of low-energy lighting), and there are 

various routes to funding for these. AST can 

provide advice if you would like to look into one 

of these projects for your school. 

 

However, there are also lots of minor changes 

that you can consider to reduce costs 

immediately: 

 

Electricity: 

- Are appliances being left on overnight? 

Some items (eg PCs, projectors) can easily 

be programmed to turn off automatically. 

Can a member of staff do a final ‘sweep’ of 

the site to turn appliances off at the end of 

the day? 

- Consider fitting PIR sensors to lights – an 

option to consider whenever you are having 

minor electrical works carried out (eg when 

replacing a light fitting, consider installing a 

fitting with a built-in sensor) 



Gas: 

- Is the heating coming on / off at the right 

time? It is common in schools to see 

classroom windows open in the afternoons, 

despite the heating being on. As the 

weather gets warmer, it may be necessary to 

have the heating on early in the morning to 

warm the site up, but can it then be turned 

off mid-morning? 30 children in a classroom 

will give off heat roughly equivalent to a 3kW 

heater, so rooms will get hot by themselves 

later in the day! 

- Are doors / windows kept shut (eg with a 

door closer)? If routes are in frequent use (eg 

free-flow outdoor space), a plastic strip 

curtain across the doorway is an inexpensive 

way to reduce heat-loss. This will keep the 

building warmer, and the heating bills lower!  

 

Water: 

- Do you have push button taps fitted to all 

washrooms? These avoid the risk of taps 

being left on. 

- Do boys urinals have a water management 

system fitted? These will drastically reduce 

water usage. 

 

Waste: 

- Are you recycling where possible (the 

council supply food and dry recycling bins 

which are cheaper to empty than general 

waste bins)? 

- The school kitchens / canteen are a huge 

waste generator – can you work with the 

kitchens to select containers etc that 

minimise waste? 

 

Can you involve the pupils in this effort? 

Any schools (including some within AST!) have a 

student committee that looks at the school’s 

environmental impact. Can you encourage your 

students to take action themselves to reduce 

their own waste generation / energy 

consumption? 

 

Contacts: 

Carol Pearce for school improvement:  cpearce@athenaschools.co.uk 
David Armstrong for governance advice:  darmstrong@athenaschools.co.uk 
Sarah Mackenzie for HR guidance and payroll: smackenzie@guildfordcounty.co.uk (G. 447366) 
Sarah Allen for financial support:   sallen@athenaschools.co.uk  (G. 447367) 

Patrick Overy for finance and operations: povery@guildfordcounty.co.uk 
Jack Mayhew for support and  everything else: jmayhew@athenaschools.co.uk 

 

Jack’s school visits this week: 

Monday: Not at Northmead or Stoughton this week due to Phase Council Recruitment meeting 

at Ash Manor 
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Tuesday:  Not at Pirbright due to Phase Council Meeting at Therfield School 

Wednesday: County 2pm – 5pm 

Thursday: Shalford 2pm – 5pm 

Friday:  

Better Together 
 


